Get your

business on track!

Commercial vehicle financing
solutions

www.uta-truck-lease.com

Part of the PEAC Finance network

Shaping
the future
together

Five new trucks for deployment in Poland, a special
vehicle for a new chemical industry customer, a
replacement for a truck with engine failure – all
needed yesterday, if not sooner.
We understand your business as an SME operating
in the transport and logistics sector and we know
the challenges you face on a daily basis. UTA Truck
Lease offers customised financing options that allow
an agile response to changing circumstances.
When it comes to the future of your company, we’re
right by your side.

We keep

things moving
UTA Truck Lease offers customised financing solutions for new and used commercial vehicles, both
in Germany and across Europe. As experts in the
transport and logistics sector, we provide supportive,
solution-oriented advice backed by the necessary
industry knowledge, and without being tied to any
particular manufacturer.
Whether hire purchase or leasing, we can provide
finance for up to 100% of the value of the asset. The
benefits are compelling: your capital is not tied up, your
credit lines are unaffected and your liquidity remains
high. By providing a range of financing options and
flexible solutions, we keep your fleet moving.
Quick decisions and efficient processes are all part
of our service, as is offering you the right insurance
quote for your new vehicle or entire fleet.

Solutions

that meet your needs
Decide for yourself which financing model suits your
company best. Choose between leasing and hire
purchase, short term and long term, low or high
rental payments. Is your business seasonal? You
can agree a corresponding payment schedule. We
also offer individual options for early termination.
Your needs define the parameters – we then
work with you to develop an appropriate finance
solution.

Comprehensive advice
We believe that advising customers
involves much more than just a phone
call. That’s why your contact person
will be happy to attend a face-to-face
meeting with you. Take advantage of
our in-depth industry knowledge and
independent status.

Fast decisions
You don’t keep your customers waiting,
and neither do we. UTA Truck Lease
prides itself on fast decision-making
with rapid implementation and
delivery.

Financial freedom
We can provide finance for up to
100% of the value of the asset. Our
customised contracts deliver the
financial flexibility you need when
making major business decisions.

Long-term partners
We have maintained trusted relationships with many of our customers
for decades, in line with a philosophy
based on partnership, commitment
and personal service.

UTA Truck Lease GmbH is part of the PEAC
Finance network. It acquires financing customers
for commercial vehicles and similar assets on
behalf of the Group and acts as the intermediary.
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Contact
Frankfurt (head office)
Carl-Ulrich-Straße 4
63263 Neu-Isenburg
Tel.: + 49 (0) 6102 / 88 26 300
Fax: + 49 (0) 6102 / 88 26 199
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